Institutional Planning Committee

04/21/15
2:00 p.m.
SJC 200/MVC 851

AGENDA

Membership:
Administration
Roger Schultz
Becky Elam
Pat Schwerdtfeger
Bill Vincent
Faculty
John Seed
Lorraine Slattery-Farrell
Stacey Searl-Chapin
Evelyn Menz
Classified
Marcus Castellanos
Justin Bennett
Dawn Bridge
Anna Stirling
Students
Liliana Gomez

Support Staff
Rebecca Teague, Brandon Moore, Paul Hert, Nik Mesaris, Brian Orlauski, Fred Frontino, Jared Davis

1. Approval of Minutes of February 17, 2015 Meeting
2. Resource Allocation
   a. RAP/PAR Update
   b. Personnel Prioritization (RAP) Modified Submission Timeline
   c. Personnel Hiring Prioritization Development and Integration Ad-Hoc
3. CCSSE and Faculty Engagement Survey
5. Institutional Set-Standards
6. Institutional Effectiveness Partnership Initiative – Presentation and Review of Key Indicators
8. Other Information/Updates
9. Next Meeting – May 19, 2015

Mt. San Jacinto College, a California Community College, offers accessible, equitable and innovative educational programs and services to students aspiring to achieve their academic, career and personal development goals. We provide students a safe environment in which to pursue basic skills, career and general education pathways. Our programs lead to transfer, associate degrees and certificates which meet workforce development needs in our diverse communities. Our commitment to student success empowers students with the skills and knowledge needed to participate meaningfully in today's complex world.